
 

PASTORAL COUNCIL MEETING. 

SUNDAY 28TH FEBRUARY 2021, 6.30PM  

 

Those present  

Fr. Christopher,  Fr. Emmanuel,  Deacon Eddy,  Mary Palmer, Sr. Mary Michael. 

For St Cecilia's:  Paul Chapman, Paul Collins and Peter Wood. 

For St Mary's: Freda Duffy,  Maureen Galbraith and Alan McElveney.  

Minutes of the previous meeting agreed.  

Meeting chaired by Fr Christopher.  

Meeting opened with a prayer. 

Parish Priest’s Report 

Fr Christopher gave a summary of his report. ( full report sent to committee 
members via email) 

St Mary's rewiring, ‘re disruption and having Mass in Church Hall, Paul 
Chapman asked if this could be an opportunity to bring the two parishes 

together by having the daily Mass at St Cecilia's rather than in St Mary's church 

hall. However Fr Christopher explained the weekday Masses often had 
between 60 and 80 parishioners attending, which is over the Covid capacity for 

St Cecilia's.   Maureen Galbraith thought it was a good idea but there might be 
accessibility issues as people are already in town, when they attend Mass.  

Paul Chapman also commented on the under use of St Cecilia's,  Fr Christopher 
stated,  it was hoped to restart one or two weekday Masses at St Cecilia's after 
Easter.  



Paul Chapman also asked about a Mass on Easter Sunday and Fr Christopher 
said he would talk to Fr Emmanuel about an extra Mass.  

Holy daydreaming.  

Maureen Galbraith commented on the similarities of our reflections and the 

document sent out from The Sisters of Mercy.  

Things that resonated were the need for unity across the parishes. The need to 

bring sacramental programmes back into the parish, how the previous 
sacramental preparation, in the parish had been vibrant and filled the parish 

hall, which in turn built relationships and community.  

Sr Mary Michael said the partnership set-up worked in some areas but not all, 

especially in people feeling a sense of belonging to the parish. Partnerships 
might have been right at the time. 

Alan spoke about the importance of people as the body of Christ.  

Sr Mary Michael  asked about the Digital Evangelisation team, how it works 

compared to personal evangelisation . Mary explained digital sharing could 
never replace personal encounters but is a means of sharing the Gospel online 
and inviting people into the Church.  

Fr Christopher added, we are reaching people where they are. Fr Christopher 

also explained this was not a ready made programme but something we are 
starting in Sunderland from scratch. That many parents bring their children in 

for First Holy Communion so we need to try and link in with them and bring 
them into the Church.  

Paul Chapman thought many parents bring their children in for First Holy 
Communion not because of their faith but because of following the structure 
and good education system of Catholic Schools. 

Paul Collins questioned the structure we seem to lean on,  Fr Christopher 

commented it is not about structure but inviting people into a relationship 
with Jesus Christ.  

Sr Michael added that evangelisation  is not conversion, we are not bringing 

people to conversion as Catholics but taking Jesus out into the world and 
inviting people to encounter Jesus.  



Maureen commented ‘First Communion’ was often called ‘Last Communion’ 
but that was common across the board. Also Baptism and First Holy 
Communion are as much about working with parents as with children.  

Alan and Fr Christopher thought the Digital Evangelisation Team is a way for us 

to encourage others to have courage to share their faith with family and 
friends. 

 

 

Quick and Easy Win:  

One thing we can change or do easily.  

Paul Collins thought of leaving St Cecilia's doors open during the day but this 

would need cleaners and stewards while the pandemic was ongoing. So isn't 
feasible at the moment.  

Mary thought Mass Cards for the parents of FHC children,  as they are often a 
little lost by the Mass. It was agreed we could photocopy Mass cards for them.  

Alan added it would be good if someone from the parish could accompany 

them during Mass, Fr Christopher agreed and added a member of the Pastoral 

Council could make them feel welcome.  It was also agreed that the parents 
and children don't need to be at the front of church but further back as they 
might feel less intimidated.  

Fr Christopher also said a quick win, which other parishes use, are name 

badges which people wear, then people choose a person to pray for during 
Mass.  

Ideas that need some planning: 

Maureen mentioned Sacramental Preparation, for example FHC, RCIA. 

Fr Christopher added it was important to work out the purpose for 
sacramental programmes. 

Fr Emmanuel wondered how children could be helped to feel joy at their First 
Communion, he felt the children were nervous and scared,  that we need to 
help them and their parents feel more at home. 



Deacon Eddy thought of a parish mission, an idea supported by Paul Collins as 
a way to bring the two Churches into one parish.  Fr. Christopher said a parish 
mission would take around a year to prepare and plan. 

Sr. Michael didn't think the old idea of a mission was a good idea. A new way 
would be better.  

Freda and Peter agreed with both suggestions, although both need different 
amounts of planning . 

Tickets for the Easter Vigil were discussed and discounted as many ticket 
holders at Christmas didn't attend, thus preventing others from attending. 

It was decided a first come, first in, would be better and stewards would need 
to be firm, doors would need to be closed when capacity is reached.  

The Grandparents Sunday,  would be addressed at the next meeting due to 

time constraints.  

The meeting ended at 8pm.  

Next meeting is on Sunday 28th March 2021.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


